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LULU WHITE. A TALE OF TWO CITIES.

Queen of New Orlean's Storyville, Lulu White was an infamous 
procuress, renowned for her legendary ‘hospitality.’ Her notorious 
Mahogany Hall, immortalised by Louis Armstrong’s ‘Mahogany 
Hall Stomp,’ invited clients to indulge in an array of vices and 
pleasures.

The wanton and disreputable Storyville was Lulu's home until 
1917 when it was eventually shut down. Yet Lulu’s infamy lingers 
in her newly adopted home, Pigalle. Known at one time as 
‘Pig Alley,’ this Parisian quartier has long been a haven of 
seduction and vice. Home to racy cabarets and erotic shows, 
Pigalle seemed the ideal district to revive Lulu’s brassy spirit. 
And now, straddling two cities, providing decadent nights to 
clients from all walks of life, the team behind the Little Red Door 
proudly presents, Paris's newest drinking den, Lulu White.
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Marrying two neighborhoods under one era, Lulu White 
collides �n-de-siècle Pigalle with the adulterated French 
diaspora of New Orleans; frivolity and irreverence meets 
decadent excess. The interior décor visually unites these 
two districts in the style of Art Nouveau, an omnipresent 
art movement in the late 19th century. The space is commanded 
by a resplendent asymmetrical bar, echoing Hector 
Guimard’s 19th Parisian métro designs. Equally the saloon 
bars of Storyville are evoked through wood paneling and 
ornate design whilst tiled �oors and a mirrored ceiling 
work alongside sinuous ‘whiplash’ motifs that adorn the 
walls, undulating and syncopated lines that mirror the 
jazz which circles and reverberates round the room.  

ECHOES OF MAHOGANY HALL



L’HEURE VERTE

'Looming like a succubus in shadowed, febrile dreams.'
No drink has been the subject of such allure and mystery as 
absinthe. Redolent of the Belle Époque and Lulu herself, absinthe 
encapsulates the decadence and clandestine nature of Storyville 
and is therefore the star of Lulu White’s drinks menu. nspired by 
the indulgent and capricious Fée Verte, we have developed a 
drinks list that both showcases absinthe's unique drinking 
experience and illustrates its adaptability in mixed drinks, as it 
is used judiciously throughout our cocktail list. 

Proposing a small list of carefully crafted drinks, Lulu White aims to 
revive the lost period of the heure verte, the time of the day when 
extravagance was embraced and absinthe was consumed, 
through her absinthe ‘�ights,’ or ‘Voyages Verts.’ These samples 
encourage guests to indulge in the lost art of absinthe preparation 
and consumption. Lulu White’s menu, however, also looks to 
encompass a range of approaches to the bohemian elixir, boasting an 
array of ingredients in each drink, with measured dashes and drops 
�nding their way into each concoction. 

Though rest assured, guilty pleasures are welcome, invited and 
encouraged; our menu seeks to explore interesting avenues of 
mixology while remaining playful by reviving maligned classics as 
well as developing drinks based on unique �avors.





LA MUSIQUE ET L’AMBIANCE

Vibrant rhythms bridge the gap in time, ranging from swing 
and the early roots of Jazz to eclectic French electronic 
music, driving towards a spirited and energizing end to the 
evening. Located on Rue Frochot, neighboring the winding 
streets of Montmartre, Lulu White is a haven for the late 
night wanderers of Paris whose thirst for excess has not yet 
been quenched. Like Lulu herself, who aimed to satisfy all 
manner of vices, we intend to shelter the weary amblers 
and tempt them with salubrious drinks, infectious music 
and a slice of the hospitality that Lulu epitomized. 

Ours services, however, will be strictly of the legal kind.



BONOMY & THE TEAM

Conceived by the group Bonomy, Lulu White builds on their 
successful project, Little Red Door. Founded by Dotan Shalev 
and Timothée Prangé, the group’s name is derived from the 
French bonhomie, meaning friendliness and good cheer. It 
represents their vision: extending moments of conviviality and 
celebration to all. For just as gastronomy is the art of cooking 
and eating, and mixology the science of mixing drinks, 
Bonomy is the craft of spreading good cheer. 

In the hands of a small but passionate team, Lulu White is 
headed by the group’s Bar Director, Mark Scott. Formerly of 
Bristol’s Hyde & Co. and Milk Thistle respectively, Mark is an 
award-winning bar manager and former Chartreuse ambassador, 
whose wealth of experience provides a strong, inspired 
approach to the drinks both at Lulu White and Little Red 
Door. Working closely alongside Mark is Lulu White’s Head 
Bartender, Matthew Long. Coming from Little Red Door, 
Matthew previously worked in London hotels such as The 
Ritz London and One Aldwych Hotel. 

Completing the team, Kelly Ballett and Victor Hoepffner 
also left Little Red Door to join Lulu White. Offering signi�-
cant artistic direction with her background in art history, Kelly 
also contributes to Lulu White’s music selection, drawing on 
her experience as an employee at Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club, 
London. Finally, having worked in Canada, Australia, Brit-
ain, Italy and France—and most importantly, Pigalle— 
Victor contributes his exceptional knowledge of the area, 
allowing Lulu to settle nicely into the neighborhood.
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